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NEWS

Castle Comfort Centre High Street, Wolstanton, Newcastle. Starts. 01782 611411.

This Autumn has seen the arrival at C C C of a
new team member who, after joining National
Westminster Bank from school 26 years ago and
progressing to Newcastle Branch Business
Manager has dramatically embarked upon a new
and exciting career.
Ann Bruce, pictured here, will be a tremendous
asset to the growing mobility products company
which was formed just 4 years ago. Ironically,
the firm's headquarters (containing Ami's new

New team member - Ann Bruce

office) is at Nat West's former branch building at
Wolstanton - quite a homecoming!
She is already enjoying having a varied and
wide number of responsibilities including the
marketing of the Company to the professional
sectors, although importantly A n n will be at the
helm of Castle Comfort's dynamic and
ambitious franchise plan to become a UK-wide
brand name during the next few years. The
Clarion offers her best wishes and also pass on
regards from many at Nat West, who will have
their fingers crossed for their friend and popular
former colleague.

IT'S NEVER TOO

NEWS TO SMILE AT

YOU'RE A POLICEMAN? - SEW WHAT! LATE FOR A LAUGH
By Becky Shipley (14) Stand-in Clarion Reporter
Castle Comfort Centre customer C O N S T A N C E
L E A D B E A T E R 87 of Basford was spotted
driving her Vaya-Bicn scooter flat out at 4 mph
through The Brampton.
Nothing unusual
perhaps, but she was, at. the same time, juggling
a ball of wool and demonstrating her skill with

her safety, a Newcastle Police patrol
motorcyclist pulled alongside and shouted
'Madam - pull over'. Octogenarian Connie
didn't brake and just wanted to continue on her
way ... so true to the form of a lady never short
of a quick response, raised the knitting
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Bertram M, we shall call him, from Harriseahead,
kept C C C ' s showroom staff entertained recently by
reciting the latest experience with his wife of six
decades. Emily, aged 87, a touch younger than
Bert was awaiting his return late one night from a
tonsil-moistening session with his domino mates at
the Nag's Head.
'Bert darling,' she welcomed him 'we are in our
twilight years and it's lime to let you in on a lifetime secret always kept from you until this
moment.'
The tired but curious husband urged her to tell all
so she first instructed him to produce a small
wooden chest hidden away at the base of the
wardrobe. Emily asked Bert to unscrew the lid and
the amazed husband discovered three eggs sitting
on top of neatly stacked cash bundles totalling
£100,000.
'Three eggs,' he announced - 'what on earth is the
significance of that?'
'Well,' Emily declared, 'each time during our
marriage you. got in from the pub after midnight
staggering as you are now, I marked the occasion
by placing one egg in the chest...'
'But dear' interrupted Bertram, 'three times in 60
years of marriage isn't so bad is it? - and what
about all this money?'
'Inevitably'
she concluded... 'each time I ' d got
a dozen eggs, I sold them!'

We hope that you have enjoyed
this Clarion edition. Why not pass
it on?... Especially to someone
you may think may be interested
in Castle Comfort's services.
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